Education

Get the most out
Two months ago I returned to
a shockingly sunny Ireland
after living abroad in The
Netherlands for five months.
My home for nearly half a
year was a picturesque Dutch
town called Utrecht. I spent my
days biking, not having a lot of
college work, making friends
and creating memories.
Honestly it was the dream.
I got to live this totally
different life, thanks to the
Erasmus Programme. Set
up in 1987, the programme
is a European Union student
exchange that offers students
a chance to study abroad for
at least two to a maximum of
12 months.
Most university courses
offer students a chance
in their third year of
college, to take part in the
programme. There’s generally
grade requirements or possible
interviews you’ll have to do,
before you’re accepted by your
college to be sent abroad.
If you have a young person in
your life who is thinking of doing
Erasmus this coming college
semester, they might find these
nuggets of wisdom that I collected
useful.

Take up every opportunity that
comes your way (within reason of
course), be it accepting an invite to
a party or travelling to a different
country with new friends you’ve just
made.

› Be on the ball with housing. A
lot of colleges will offer student
accommodation but it will get full
fast, so once you know rooms are
available, jump on your laptop and
get searching.
› For the first few days at least,
after moving in with your new
housemates, try keeping your door
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open whenever you’re in your room.
This will give off inviting vibes to
your roommates and they won’t feel
as intimated to pop in for a chat.
› Culture shock and homesickness
is a normal thing to experience
when you move away from home.
Give yourself time to settle in and
get used to your new life. These
feelings will eventually pass, I
promise.
› Take advantage of the grant. The
EU offers funding for students who
take part in the programme which
covers partly the costs of the stay
abroad. There are deadlines though,
so make sure to fill out your forms
in time. You’ll be so grateful for the
money when the times comes.
› Studying in central Europe opens
the door to travelling. Buses and
trains can connect you to countries
all over and with a bit of searching,
cheap flights are easy to come by.
While on a trip to Berlin, my friend
and I found a flight to Poland for
twelve euro. It was too good an
opportunity to pass and I got a

chance to see a beautiful country
that I had never thought of visiting.
› Don’t fail college. It can get easy
to get caught up in traveling and
enjoying yourself, but failing exams
could have consequences on your
studies back home.
› Erasmus puts you in this weird
alternative life bubble, where you
know you have a short amount of
time to do everything. Because of
this everyone around you is eager
to make friends and to get to know
people. Connecting to people is easy
because there is already so much
to talk about, since the students
around you will be from all over
the world. On that note, try and

not only gravitate towards people
from your own country. It’s nice to
meet other Irish people because the
familiarity will be comforting. But
not getting to know others with
different nationalities, backgrounds
and experiences can be a wasted
opportunity.
› Ask anyone who’s done Erasmus
and they will say the same thing
- time flies by. So, finally, once
you’re over there, make sure
you appreciate every moment,
create lots of memories and most
importantly enjoy yourself.
› Say yes more. Erasmus is a great
chance to get out of your comfort
zone. Good luck. WW
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